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In the first sessions, you learned that Stress was not subjective, that it is an objective response.
The Stress Response MUST be managed if we are looking for long term wellness and personal
growth. It's the understanding of how the Stress Response affects every metabolic process in
our body but it also affects the part of the nervous system we are living in. The Red Zone shuts
down our body’s ability to be well and locks our nervous system into a reactive, fight-or-flight
state. While the Green Zone opens us up to ‘new’ actions and gives us the ability to step
outside our cage and create new habits. It is also in this Green Zone where our body heals,
recuperates and operates on its highest level.
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We have also disscussed that the main stress to the majority of us, most of the time, is not due
to external stimuli, but to the pressure of our own suppressed emotions which become
Programs within our Subconscious Cage. In other words, its our interpretation of the external
event that causes us stress. Most people don't realize that they are creating stress from their
programmed emotions. These suppressed emotions become the primary stressor so that,
even in a calm external environment, we are still subject to chronic, internal stress.
As we discussed these programs come from the Tribalization Process of early childhood and
they make up our beliefs, habits and values. These programs are part of our everyday operating
system of the mind and are protected by the Comfort Zone Cage which is designed by nature to
be homeostatic, in other words, designed never to change. The Cage makes up our SelfConcept of who we believe we are and holds concepts on the Five Life Categories, Career,
Finance, Health, Relationships, and Spiritual/Personal Development.

Cage Programs
The operating system (OS) of our life is programmed within the Subconscious Mind. These
Programs make up our beliefs in all Five Life Categories. The Career you choose is programmed
within and is determined from early Tribalization process. Our tribe basically programmed our
beliefs about what we could or could not do. What we deserve. What we believe our caste in life

is determined from this programming. Your Programs about money will determine your net
worth and your relationship with money. Health programs will pre-determine your diseases if
you believe the Programmed genetics. Relationship Programs determine balanced well
maintained relationships or dysfunctional abusive relationships. Our beliefs about God, religion
and our ability to grow is all programmed during Tribalization.
Besides the Tribalization Process Programs are developed from repressed emotions. Again
many of these come during our early childhood as we are told to be seen and not heard. Big
boys don't cry. Don't show your emotion it is a sign of weakness. When a child is angry and
suppressed they create an Anger Program. The same goes for Fear, WANTs, Guilt, Shame,
Apathy and programs of Pride. Once these are in the OS of the mind they can be activated by a
glance or something someone says. Our habits are also Programs both Good and Bad. We all
have Programs of country, sex, race, religion, belief systems, schools, smart or dumb, culture,
illness, happiness, wealth, relationships, anything that causes an emotional rise is tied to a
program.

ACTIVATED PROGRAMS

Activated Programs
When a program gets activated it causes an emotional response. From this response we get a
feeling either in the ‘gut’ area or most times in the heart region. Out of this activated program
we can experience literally thousands of thoughts. It is these thoughts that drive us to take

action. The subconscious OS cannot distinguish good or bad programs. We react to programs
that may have been set when we were two years old and couldn't make sense of the world. Our
parents could have had a heated argument about MONEY and the program we received was
that money was bad. Because of that program we will have issues with money. Each time
money is brought up we get emotional and react. This same response happens in all Five Life
Categories. Our career is tied to our self-concept of what we believe we are worth. This is the
same for money. Health is tied to our self-esteem and our beliefs about disease, programs for
food. Relationships are tied directly to our programs about caste systems, culture, society, and
most definitely our parents’ beliefs. Relationships are also programmed from the energy we
grew up in and what we saw with the interaction of the adults in our early lives. Finally, when it
comes to our spiritual and personal development our early religious programs play a huge role
in what and how we believe.

Whatever We Hold in the Cage Will Manifest
In our cage we hold our deepest feelings in the form of beliefs. Our values are the deepest of
these beliefs. Its essential to understand that every program in the mind cage is creating some
type of action in our lives.
Whatever we hold in our cage must come to pass whether we are aware of it or not. Its so
important to understand this because as humans we are really ‘feeling beings’. This simply
means that we communicate threw our feelings. We get these feelings if something is good or
bad, right or wrong. We can walk into a room and no one has to say a word and we can tell the
energy of the room. Whatever is held in the cage will manifest and attract like.
Apprehend that we don't create success, we manifest it. Success cannot be forced.

Understanding the Power vs. Force

ENLIGHTENMENT: LEVEL THREE
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UNCONSCIOUSNESS: LEVEL ONE
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Whenever we want to create change we must learn to use power instead of force. When we
fight against something we strengthen the very thing we are fighting. “I am fighting a cold”,
turns into the flu. The key is letting go of wanting to change it. You cannot change others or
situations you can only raise your energy consciousness by letting go and being the change
you want. So if someone is argumentative and you want Peace then you simply stay centered
and present so you don't dip into the Red Zone reactive energies. When you do this you are
using Power, Force never works in fact it makes most situations worse. Force energy traps 75Grief, 50-Apathy, 30-Guilt
•
•
•
•
•
•

Should of
Could of
Must do
Have to
I wish I would, could
I can’t

Effort-FORCE is Ego in action. We are programed that to succeed it takes massive effort. We
talk about how hard we work and how many hours we toil in the office. We find ourselves
wearing this as a badge of honor. This becomes a habit and we will make ourselves crazy busy
so we seem to be creating success. When we use the Force energy we are always trying to
please others or show them how hard we work.

Let Go-POWER is the Superconscious connection and working in the moment. Its essential to
understand the Comfort Zone Cage and the Testing Periods so you can deal with resistance and
the Snap Back. When we work in the Power energy we work in the moment with Green Focus
Management. Here we are creative, responsive and living with managed stress.

Presence

Self
Awareness

Surrender

Power Journey
Stress is not caused by outside events its caused by our interpretation of the event which is
caused by the Cage Programs. Is it possible that minimal effort equals maximum energy? Yes,
when we are working in Force we are are working in the Red Zone. Our physiology in the Red
Zone uses a lot of energy plus the fact that we cannot connect to the Superconscious and our
Focus is creating more stressful situations to show up.
FORCE-RED Zone Energy is a stress energy so the body is not burning fat for energy its using
glucose at a maximum fight and flight state. Now imagine if this is kicking in and you are stuck
behind a desk. You will find yourself craving sugar and with a low energy dump by early to mid
afternoon.

The Survival Responses
Stress Response

Pause/Plan Response

RedZone Run, Fight or Freeze

GreenZone, Calm,
Responsive, Action Oriented

Level One Unconsciousness-RED ZONE ENERGY
175-Pride-I am the only one who can do it right, I am going to ignore him, I am never wrong!
150-Anger-This project is outrageous, I am so mad, I really don't care what she thinks.
125-Desire-I want this day to be over, I demand respect, I am frustrated
100-Fear-I am worried, I have anxiety, I feel tense
75-Grief-Poor me, feel disappointed, I am sad.
50-Apathy-Feel overwhelmed, I can’t do it, I am too tired
30-Guilt-Play the blame game, gossip, and complain.
POWER-GREEN Zone Energy is an energy that stems from the parasympathetic nervous
systems and evokes calm. When you work in the Green Zone the body is using Fat for energy
and allowing the brain maximum glucose so you have a nice steady energy level with no slump.
Its here where all wellness takes place along with a responsive ability to take on problems and
be creative.
Level Two Self-Mastery-GREEN ZONE ENERGY
400-Reason-My gut is telling me…, How can I be of service? What an amazing day.
350-Acceptance-I surrender to what is here, I understand, I am well.
310-Willingness-This is promising, I am optimistic, everything will work out perfectly.
250-Neutrality-I am flexible, I am willing to do what is needed, I am motivated
200-Courage-I am focused, I am aware, I feel positive

PROGRAM’s STRENGTHENED
Resist-Project-Escape
The setting of our OS determines the quality of our lives. The challenge is that our Cage
protects those programs even though we had no conscious decision in setting them. The EGO
uses three methods to keep them in place.
1. Resist: When the program gets activated we feel the emotion rise and the thoughts
start evading our mind. Many people resist by pushing the emotions down and
becoming quiet. They don't talk to anyone and generally hide within themselves until
the pressure of the emotion subsides.
2. Project: When the program gets activated and the thoughts hit the mind those that
project will start complaining, screaming and use overall bitching to relieve the
pressure of the activated program.
3. Escape: Its escape that causes addictive behavior. The pressure of the activated
program is too much pain for most people to deal with. As humans we are wired to
avoid pain so when the program causes emotional upset we have an escape route. The
escape route consists of alcohol, sugary and or junk food, shopping, gambling, sex, work,
TV, social media, gossiping, drugs of all kinds, smoking, etc.

Techniques for OS Reset
1. Naming Your Ego
One of the most powerful spiritual tools you can create is to give your inner self-concept a
name. By naming the Ego you can literally have conversations with him or her. The ability to
talk too and watch your Ego allows you to separate yourself from your false self and enhance
the REAL YOU. My Ego is named Barry. He is overweight, shy and quite angry. Barry is
judgmental and loves drama. I have an exact picture of Barry and I watch him closely. When he
starts complaining or judging a situation I will literally ask him why he is so upset? This simple
technique allows me to really watch the voice and pinpoint the emotion and feeling that I need
to Let Go.

It is this exercise that starts the separation from the voice in your head (EGO) and your true self.
You are not the accumulation of your programs and beliefs!

2.

Green Focus Power Hour

This exercise is designed to reprogram the subconscious mind and to help you start each day in
the Green Zone. Each exercise is done for ten-minutes. Set your timer and when it goes off
move to the next activity. Make sure you stay in order as it’s designed to connect you deep into
the Green Zone.
1. Read: To create change and create the life we want we must program our computer
(subconscious) with good data. Read a personal development or spiritual related book.
Use the same book until you finish. Book- “Surrender Experiment” by Michael Singer.
2. Journal/Write: Its essential that you write and not use a computer for this exercise. It
doesn't matter what you write. You can write about the book you are reading or the day
you had yesterday or a letter to God. It’s all-good. Set up a special journal for this and
the exercises.
3. Affirmations/Speak: You are the captain of your ship (life) and every word that you
speak is a direct order to the subconscious. The subconscious orders determine the
actions that we take. Use the Green Focus Affirmation Formula below
Green Focus Affirmation Formula
First Use the Set-up Statement: SAY THIS OUTLOUD: “I am whole, perfect, powerful and
strong. I am loving, harmonious and happy”. USE this statement for the first 30-Days
Second use the Anchor Statement- “ I am Peace”
4. Visualization/See: Create a movie of a day in your life five-years from now. Include as
many of the five life categories as you can. Watch yourself going through a day in your
life but only this time it’s your future life. What are you wearing? What kind of shape
are you in? How much money is in your accounts? What are you driving? Who is
collaborating with you? How are you feeling? Etc. Relax and really enjoy this process.
There will come a time when you can close your eyes and actually see your future.
Write this day out from the moment you wake up until you go to sleep. Infuse all Five
Life Categories into the day. Career, Finance, Health, Relationships, Spiritual/Personal
Development.

5. Meditate/Relax: By the time you get to this exercise you will be completely in the Green
Zone. You will feel calm and relaxed. Simply, sit up tall with a straight back but don't
lean against the chair. Take a deep breath to a slow count of three and then release
the breath to a slow count of three and then remain breathless for a slow count of
three and then repeat. Do this until you are completely relaxed and then quietly
observe your thoughts with a focus on the spot between your eyebrows commonly
called the third eye. If your mind starts racing, go back to the three-count breathing.
6. Exercise/Move: There are no rules here. Do something for ten-minutes or more. You
can go for a walk or just jog in place. You can do push-ups, yoga; stretch or just jump up
and down. I have several clients who head to the gym or hit trail for their daily workout.
There is no wrong movement but it needs to be at least ten-minutes. This final exercise
solidifies the Green Zone and sets your day up for success. Do something even if it is
jogging in place or jumping up and down.

3.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Let Go Technique

What am I feeling?
Can I welcome or allow this feeling?
Could I let go?
Would I let go?
When?

The Let Go Technique is the most powerful tool I know to evoke deep spiritual change. The
spiritual practice I teach is in three steps. ONE, stay present and be in the NOW. Being in the
moment shuts down the EGO as the EGO cannot exist in the present moment, only in the future
or the past. TWO, Self-Awareness, this is when you notice that the EGO has pulled you from
the present with a program and you use the LET GO TECHNIQUE to release the program. THREE,
you surrender to the feeling, emotion and you come back to the present NOW.

4.

Energy Re-Set

WE can start the day right and feel great but sometimes, the flow of energy can be disrupted.
An overload of energy in the form of strong emotions and trauma can block the flow of Chi. It is

like a surge of electricity going to your TV and causing a circuit to blow. Optimal health depends
on energy consistently flowing; balanced, free, and uninterrupted throughout the entire body.
This happens when a Program gets activated. Its important here to perform the Let Go
Technique but if you are looking for a deep reset of the energy do the Technique followed by
EFT-Tapping.
Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) comes in. Practicing EFT will help clear energy
disruptions in your acupuncture meridians. Allowing energy to once more flow freely to all
parts of your body. We discussed Tapping earlier but its now time to begin using this amazing
meridian technique on a regular basis.
Acupuncture meridians can be found throughout the body. There are many acupuncture
points along these meridians that are energy reservoir where energy is collected over time.
These meridian points can be stimulated with needles, physical pressure, or tapping to release
or redistribute energy.
There are 12 primary acupuncture meridians. These channels surface to the skin twelve
separate times and appear to be segments. Under the surface, however, these meridians
interconnect with one another. Each one is named for the primary organ or system they
distribute energy to. Two pathways, called the central and governing meridians, are considered
meridians as well, even though they do not correspond to a particular major organ system.
Each Chinese meridian has a time period where its particular energy is strongest. They are also
associated with specific emotions.

Listed below are the twelve primary energy meridians, their time periods and the main
emotions linked with them:
1. LUNG MERIDIAN (3am - 5am); grief, intolerance
2. LARGE INTESTINE MERIDIAN (5am - 7am); guilt
3. STOMACH MERIDIAN (7am - 9am); disgust, greed
4. SPLEEN MERIDIAN (9am - 11am); worry, anxiety about the future
5. HEART MERIDIAN (11am - 1pm); joy, anger
6. SMALL INTESTINE MERIDIAN (1pm - 3pm); insecurity, sadness
7. BLADDER MERIDIAN (3pm - 5pm); fright, impatient, restless
8. KIDNEY MERIDIAN (5pm - 7pm); fear, indecision
9. PERICARDIUM/CIRCULATION-SEX (7pm - 9pm); hurt, extreme joy, jealousy, regret
10. TRIPLE WARMER/THYROID MERIDIAN (9pm - 11pm); hopelessness, depression, despair
11. GALL BLADDER MERIDIAN (11pm - 1am); rage, wrath
12. LIVER MERIDIAN (1am - 3am); anger, unhappiness

Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT)-Tapping
WE can start the day right and feel great but sometimes, the flow of energy can be disrupted.
An overload of energy in the form of strong emotions and trauma can block the flow of Chi. It is
like a surge of electricity going to your TV and causing a circuit to blow. Optimal health depends
on energy consistently flowing; balanced, free, and uninterrupted throughout the entire body.
This happens when a Program gets activated. Its important here to perform the Let Go
Technique but if you are looking for a deep reset of the energy do the Technique followed by
EFT-Tapping.
Emotional Freedom Techniques (EFT) comes in. Practicing EFT will help clear energy
disruptions in your acupuncture meridians. Allowing energy to once more flow freely to all
parts of your body. We discussed Tapping earlier but its now time to begin using this amazing
meridian technique on a regular basis.
Acupuncture meridians can be found throughout the body. There are many acupuncture
points along these meridians that are energy reservoir where energy is collected over time.
These meridian points can be stimulated with needles, physical pressure, or tapping to release
or redistribute energy.
There are 12 primary acupuncture meridians. These channels surface to the skin twelve
separate times and appear to be segments. Under the surface, however, these meridians
interconnect with one another. Each one is named for the primary organ or system they

distribute energy to. Two pathways, called the central and governing meridians, are considered
meridians as well, even though they do not correspond to a particular major organ system.
Each Chinese meridian has a time period where its particular energy is strongest. They are also
associated with specific emotions.

The tapping points for EFT are located at specific points along the Chinese meridians. These
points are at the beginning or end of the pathways or where the pathways rise close to the
surface. Here is the list of tapping points.
1. Karate Chop Point - Small Intestine Meridian
2. Top of Head - Governing Meridian
3. Beginning of Eyebrow Point - start point of the Bladder Meridian, Stomach Meridian
4. Side of Eye Point - end point of the Triple Warmer Meridian, beginning point of the the Gall
Bladder Meridian, Small Intestine Meridian
5. Under the Eye Point - Stomach Meridian
6. Under Nose Point - end point of the Governing Meridian, Large Intestine Meridian
7. Chin Point - end point of the Central or Conception Meridian, Stomach Meridian
8. Collarbone Point - Kidney Meridian
9. Under Arm Point - ending point of the Spleen Meridian

EFT-Explained
Tapping Order
There is a distinct order to perform the Tapping exercises. I teach the order I was taught and
have used for the last ten-years.
1. Karate Chop: The karate chop is done while using one of two types of statements.
First, if there is something bother you and causing upset emotions. For instance, you
are worried or have anxiety about something. You state, “I am releasing this anxiety
and worry” and you repeat this statement three times. Second method is you are
setting a strong positive emotion. You state, “I am feeling positive and strong” and
you repeat three times. NOTE: You perform the Karate Chop with statement three
times and then this move is done you do not go back to it.
2. Eyebrow: Using two fingers on either side you tap the eyebrow region next to the
nose. As you tap you can use the set up statement or you can use whatever comes
to mind. For instance, your tapping on letting go of worry and the word fear pops
into your mind you then state “I am letting go of Fear” as you tap the area. Or you
can do an affirmation as you tap. NOTE: This is the same for all areas. It does not
matter what side you execute the tapping.

3. Side of Eye: Using two fingers on either side tap on the side of the eye following the
above directions.
4. Under Eye: Using two fingers on either side tap under the eye following the above
directions.
5. Under the Nose: Using two fingers on either side tap under the nose following the
above directions.
6. Crease of the Chin: Using two fingers on either side tap under the lip between the
chin and lip following the above directions.
7. Collar Bone: Open your hand so the thumb is hitting one side and the fingers on the
other side right below the collar bone. Hitting both sides at once.
8. Under the Arm: This is done with hitting both sides under the arm where a bra or
heart monitor would go around. You tap both sides with the right hand on right side
and the left hand on the left side. You will look like a monkey doing this.
9. Top of Head: Putting your fingers together tap the top of the head with an uplifting
affirmation.

Understanding the Life Levels
Dr. David Hawkins created what he called the map of consciousness. I use these levels in my
coaching and personal life, so I have a guide of where I am living my life. The goal when
coaching is to get the client at Level Two in all Five Life Categories, career, Finance, Health,
Relationship, and Spiritual/Personal Development. Here is a quick explanation of the three
levels.
Level One: Unconsciousness: This is the level that most people spend their life. Level One is
when we basically live on a hamster wheel. We have good intentions to grow our life but we
procrastinate or make progress for short periods only to find ourselves back at the beginning
after self-sabotage. In Level One we are living the unconscious programs of our Cage. These are
survival programs and programs that were initiated from our tribe. Level is our animal survival
level, fight or flight, competition, and negative based. In this level we are predominantly living
in the Red Zone. Energy below 200- Generally Negative Point Of View.

Level Two: Self-Mastery: In level two we dive into personal development. We are willing to go
through the pain of change. In this level we have opened the doors of the cage and we now
begin the process of releasing the old programs. We are also now in the process of putting in
new programs that empower our lives and daily actions. The Green Focus Power Hour I have
created is an exercise does this in a short period of time. Energy above 200-Courage-Generally
Positive Life Attitude
Level Three: Enlightenment: Level three is the beginning of spiritual level of Life. In this level
we lose the cage and the self-concept that comes with having a cage. We then live life in the
“NOW”. There is no more psychological stress. There are no more labels of good or bad. You
drop all judgment, resentment, worry, Fear! You basically live life as it unfolds in each moment
with total trust that its perfect and no longer have a Self-Concept. You now are living
connected to the superconscious mind. Energy above 500-Love-Peaceful

Life Energy Levels Explained
Life Level Three-Enlightenment
Enlightenment 700-1000
This is the highest level of human consciousness where one has become like God. Many see this
as Christ, Buddha, or Krishna. The saints of this level are those who have influenced all of
mankind with their life lived and teachings. There are Indian sages and Buddhist Monks but
few in history make this level. Being Level
Peace 600
Peace is achieved after a life of complete surrender to the Creator. It is where you have
transcended all and have entered that place that many have called illumination. Here, a
stillness and silence of mind is achieved, allowing for constant revelation. Hawkins believed that
only 1 in 10 million (that’s .00001 percent) people will arrive at this level. There are those who
have experienced Near Death Experiences that come back and speak of this level. I personally
belief we all can achieve this with focused work as it is promised to us in the bible. Peace Level
Joy 540
This is the level of many saints and advanced spiritual people. As love becomes more
unconditional, there follows a constant accompaniment of true happiness. Your life is now in

complete harmony with the will of Divinity and the fruits of that harmony are expressed in your
joy. Those who live at this level have dropped their Self-Concept (Cage) and live in the
moment. Joy Level
Love 500
When this level is entered the Self Concept and SC Cage is dropped. You no longer believe you
are your programs and have a direct connection to the Superconscious Mind. You live in the
moment and the pendulum of emotions no longer swings as peace now prevails in your life.
This can be a strange level to enter as everything you ever believed about yourself has been
dropped. Spiritual Level

Life Level Two-Self Mastery
Reason 400
This is the highest level we can have and still have a Cage and Ego. At this level the Ego is our
ally as it will let make us aware when a program is activated which allows us to release. Once
we have released the deepest programs of the WANTs and its this release of Desire that will
bring us to enlightenment. When we live this level we manifest what we want and achieve
success without struggle. Surrendered and Loving Level
Acceptance 350
The Acceptance level is the beginning of the highest level two energy. In this level we are now
living in a surrendered state of being. We allow life to be and deal with what we are dealt
within each moment. The labels of good and bad are dropped and the Ego no longer controls or
takes control of our actions. On this level we have volition to do the work that needs to be
done. That work is now connected to our higher spiritual purpose. Surrender Level
Willingness 310
On this level you begin to attract people around you that are perpetual optimists. You seem to
be in the right place at the right time. You stop being rigid and start losing the WANT of Control.
You are open to stepping out of your cage in fact you go out of your way to try new things and
meet new people. You now believe that the greater good is conspiring directly for you.
Optimistic Level
Neutrality 250

Neutrality is the level of flexibility. To be neutral, you are, for the most part, unattached to
outcomes. At this level, you are satisfied with your current life situation and stop forcing
success and begin to work within the flow of things. The Law of Focus becomes activated here
to start bringing into your life what you need to go to the next level. Flexibility Level
Courage 200
This is the level of empowerment. It is the first level where you are not taking life energy from
those around you. Courage is where you see that you don’t need to be tossed around by your
external conditions. Its this level where you start to break out of your cage. This
empowerment leads you to the realization that you are in charge of yourself, and that you
alone are in charge of your own growth and success. The separation of YOU and your EGO is
clear and you can now see clearly when the Energy drops to Level One. Positive Level

Life Level One-Unconsciousness
Pride 175
In todays society the majority of people are programed to aspire to hit this level. This is a level
that can appear positive on the outside but it's a false positive. It’s dependent upon external
conditions such as wealth, position or power. Its all about you and you are the best at what
you do and you feel you are irreplaceable. This level also can be a source of racism, nationalism,
and religious fanaticism as its their way or the highway attitude is prominent. In this level you
believe you are what you do, or what you have, or who you associate with. False Positive Level
Anger 150
The Anger Energy can be a very powerful energy, that can drive one upwards toward real
change. For many its when they get sick and tired of being sick and tired and get angry that they
begin to shift. The challenge is if our energy gets stuck on this consciousness level. When this
happens we are stuck in the Red Zone, reactive, and live an unhealthy existence in a stressed
out state. We all know someone who has their entire identity wrapped around being pissed off.
Red Zone Level
Desire 125
Desire is a major motivator for much of our society. Marketing and advertising are built upon
this level. Although desire can be an impetus for change, the downside is that it leads to
enslavement to one’s appetites. This is the level of addiction to such things as sex, money,
prestige, or power. In Desire we always seem to believe that if we can just get that next thing
then we will be happy. Get the new car, raise, girl or boyfriend, new house, new job, etc. It is

this level that causes most of our failures as we get trapped in the WANTs of Control, Approval,
Belonging and Security. Wanting Level
Fear 100
The Subconscious Cage uses Fear to keep us trapped within our programs. Its this mechanism
that causes procrastination and self-sabotage. When we are fearful we lower our energy
levels and become paralyzed. People living under dictatorship rule or those involved in an
abusive relationship find themselves living at this level where they are afraid of change. We all
drop to this level anytime there is any type of change that occurs in our life and because of the
Subconscious Cages survival mechanism this is normal, its when we live in this energy
consciousness that we have real trouble. All worry, anxiety, doubt, and avoidance happen from
this level. Afraid Level
Grief 75
We all have felt this energy at times of tragedy in our lives or lives around us. However, having
this as your primary level of consciousness, you live a life of constant regret and remorse is not
conducive to living a productive life. This is the level where you feel all your opportunities have
passed you bye and ultimately feel you are a failure. These people at this energy level tend to
make people avoid them. Their energy is so negative that its painful to be in their company as
you can literally feel this energy enter a room. Sad Level
Apathy 50
This is the Energy Level “I can’t”. Apathy Energy is not allowed if you really want to live an
empowered life. It is such a low energy that it can retard any type of personal growth.
Biologically this is an energy of ‘assistance’ basically when we need help. But in todays society
this is an energy of not accepting responsibility and the ‘Poor Me Syndrome’. Can’t Level
Guilt 30
The Guilt Energy is a very controlling energy. When another person is Guilt-ing you it because
they want something from you. Guilt is a personal/spiritual development killer. The reason it
kills is because Guilt is an accepted energy in our society. We have jokes about Guilt, we use
Guilt to get our children to do what we want, religion uses Guilt to control us, our teachers
use Guilt, Guilt is an epidemic that is bringing all of us down. BUT, the biggest user of Guilt is
ourselves. We use Guilt on ourselves every time we are not perfect in what we think we should
do. Negative Control Level
Shame - below 30

Shame is an Energy that I believe needs professional help. If the Shame level persists it can
create suicidal tendencies. At this level, the primary emotion one feels are humiliation and
hopelessness. Those who suffer from sexual abuse and physical abuse are often found here.
Many people who are stuck in this energy become drug addicts and spiral to the lowest
depths of humanity in an effort to escape the feelings of associated with the Shame Energy.
Lowest Level before Death.

Focused Emotions-Three Life Categories
Level Three Enlightenment
700-1000 Enlightenment-Being, Boundless, Timeless, Ageless, Eternal, Glowing, I AM Great
Masters Jesus, Buddha, Krishna
600-Peace-Calm, Free, Awareness, Complete, Knowingness, Perfection, Presence,
540-Joy-Centered, Fulfilled, Oneness, Space, Timeless, Unlimited, Whole
500-Love-Fulfilled, Free, Light, Pure, Quiet, Serenity, Tranquility,
Level Two Self-Mastery
400-Reason- Embracing, Wonder, Secure, Radiant, Enhanced, Gentle, Enriched, Loving,
Intuitive
350-Acceptance-Surrenderd, Beautiful, Well-Being, Playful, Harmonious, Understanding,
Warm
310-Willingness-Optimistic, Abundance, Everything Is OK, Friendly, Gracious, Joyful, Cheerful,
Promising, Favorable,
250-Neutrality- Flexible, Assured, Explorative, Integrity, Open, Motivated, Receptive,
Spontaneous, Willing
200-Courage- Alert, Aware, Confident, Focused, I Can, Initiative, Purposeful, Strong, Happy,
Positive.
Level One Unconsciousness
175-Pride- Aloof, Boastful, Vain, Unforgiving, Self-Satisfied, Prejudiced, Smug, Opinionated,
Clever, Closed, Bigoted, Bored, Critical, Righteous, Never Wrong
150-Anger- Aggressive, Annoyed, Outraged, Stern, Resistant, Resentment, Rude, Pushy,
Harsh, Defiant, Irritated, Impatience, Jealous, Mad, Mean, Belligerent
125-Desire- Anticipation, Reckless, Possessive, Obsessed, Can’t Wait, Driven, Frustrated,
Manipulative, Demanding, Greedy, I Want, Selfish, Must Have It,
100-Fear- Anxious, Shy, Nervous, Embarrassed, Cowardice, Doubt, Worry, Trapped, Irrational,
Panic, Terrified, Tense, Timid, Skeptical, Paralyzed, Hesitant, Avoidance,
75-Grief-Blue, Abandoned, Abused, Cheated, Disappointed, Unloved, Sadness, Pity, Regret,
Helpless, Inadequate, Torn, Unwanted, Rejected, Misunderstood, Sorrow,

50-Apathy, I Can’t, Bored, Lazy, Stuck, Too Tired, Unfocused, I Don’t Care, Drained, Lost,
Indecisive, Doomed, Listless, Despair, Giving Up, Discouraged, Too Tired
30-Guilt, Can’t Win, Cut-Off, Worthless, Loser, Failure, Hopeless, Useless, I Don’t Care,
Defeated, Negative, Inattentive, Demoralized, Powerless, Regret, Manipulative
Below 30-Shame, Unworthiness, Dirty, Broken, Unwanted, No Way Out, Empty, Embarrassed,
Humiliated, Suicidal,
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